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Common Korean last names

The most common Korean surname (particularly in South Korea) is Kim,
followed by Lee (Rhee, Yi) (second most common) and Park (Pak) (third
most common). Together, these top three surnames make up slightly more
than half of the Korean population (based on South Korea).
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Are Korean last names first?



Is Cho a Korean last name?



List of Korean surnames - Wikipedia

What is your Korean name?



List of Korean surnames - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Korean_family_names
190 rows · Note: (S) denotes South Korea. (N) denotes North Korea. The most common
Korean family name (particularly in South Korea) is Kim, followed by Lee and Park. These
three family names are held by around half of the ethnic Korean population. As of 2015,
286 Korean family names were in use.

HANGUL HANJA REVISED MCCUNE-REISCHAUER

ê°€ åƒ¹, è³ˆ Ga Ka

ê°„ ç°¡, é–“ Gan Kan

ê°ˆ è‘› Gal Kal

ê°� ç”˜ Gam Kam

See all 190 rows on en.wikipedia.org

Appendix:Korean surnames - Wiktionary
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Korean_surnames
May 17, 2018 · This is a list of Korean names, in Hangul alphabetical order. Note: (S)
denotes South Korea. (N) denotes North Korea. The most common Korean surname
(particularly in South Korea) is Kim, followed by Lee (Rhee, Yi) (second most common)
and Park (Pak) (third most common).

List of South Korean surnames by prevalence - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_South_Korean_surnames_by...
52 rows · This List of South Korean surnames by prevalence ranks Korean family â€¦

HANGUL HANJA REVISED MCCUNE-REISCHAUER

ê¹€ é‡‘ Gim Kim

ì�´ (S) æ�Ž, ä¼Š, ç•° I (S) Yi (S)

ë¦¬ (N) æ�Ž Ri (N) Ri (N)

ë°• æœ´ Bak Pak

See all 52 rows on en.wikipedia.org

What are the most common Korean last names? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-most-common-Korean-last-names
Top 7: * Kim * Lee * Park * Chung * Choi * Cho * Kang
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_common_Korean_surnames This page may be out of
date. Save your draft before refreshing this page.

Kim, Park And Lee: Why Do Koreans Have So Few
Surnames?
www.ibtimes.com › World
Interestingly, according to the South Korean government, among foreign nationals (that
is, people from China, Vietnam, Mongolia, the Philippines, etc.) who in recent years have
become naturalized Korean citizens, Kim, Lee, Park and Choi were the most popular
names that they adopted as their own.

Korean Last Names - Family Education
https://www.familyeducation.com/baby-names/browse-origin/surname/...
Korean. Korean Last Names. FE-Baby Name. Search for Names & Meanings Search
for Names & Meanings; Top 100 Names for Boys Top 100 Names for Boys;

What Are the 10 Most Common Last Names in the â€¦
www.reference.com › Education
China hosts the three most common surnames because it is the country with the largest
population in the world. Li and Lee are the surnames of over 100 million people of
Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese heritage. The name derives from the Chinese word for
"plum tree"; the name was popularized by the emperors of the Tang dynasty that used it.

Korean First Names - Top 100 Baby Names Search
www.top-100-baby-names-search.com/korean-first-names.html
So, in that same spirit of carefulness we at Top 100 Baby Names Search present you
these great Korean first names... Enjoy and don't hesitate to take a look at the entire
website. Look carefully... One of these great names from the â€¦

Behind the Name: Korean Surnames
surnames.behindthename.com › Names
Korean names are used in South and North Korea. Note that depending on the Korean
characters used these names can have many other meanings besides those listed here.
See also about Korean names.
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Family Names | Korean Genealogy
koreangenealogy.org/book/names/family-names Translate this page
Lee is by far one of the 3 most popular family names in Korea. ... From what I read
above Lee is most common last name. Hee is a generational name.
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